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Possums past and present: 

(Clem Larsen is one of our Birdsong Opanuku founders and an ex-Park ranger. This is his story 
about trapping in Sharp Bush 25yrs ago) 

As you’ve all noticed the light has started hanging on a little longer at the end of the day. But 
although spring is just around the corner food has traditionally been scarce at this time of year in 
the Waitakere’s for possums. 

 In the past this is the time of the year we’d focus on pre-bating for possums and trapping specific 
ridges and traditional runs. We didn’t have the human resources to bait and trap throughout the 
year so this time of ‘lent’, as we referred to it, for possums was an important 6 week window.  

There were different methodologies we employed to estimate populations, but ultimately we 
carefully deployed cyanide to produce the most effective and measurable means of eradication. A 
single line could have a couple of weeks of preparation before we ultimately poisoned. We would 
pre-bait everyday for a minimum of 3 nights; and without impactful rain and then, dependent on the 
uptake of the bait and reaction to blazing, we would decide if we had enough ‘sign’ to determine 
whether to bait longer or to lay poison. However, if it did rain we would start the cycle again.  

This approach was also the case when undertaking assessment lines prior to trapping an area, 
establishing a Residual Trap Catch Index (RTCI). 

 In this instance, prior to the use of wax baits, we would blaze, set and pre-bait 20 leg hold traps at 
20m intervals for 400m in a straight line with no deviation. As there was no GPS available, we 
would use a compass and hip chain to navigate to our randomly determined start point and carry 
the traps, blaze and bait in our unerring task. We would return everyday to check catches (as per 
the Animal Welfare Act) and if there was any chance of rain that evening we would have to close 
the traps so as not to bias the monitoring assessment to get our 3 clear nights. We could usually 
only manage 2-3 trap lines in a 10-hour day.  

Fortunately, nowadays we don’t use leg-hold traps, thus reducing any trapping of non- target or 
native species. While any catches that were made on the assessment line remained in the bush, 
all catches, excess bait and all cyanide on the poisoning lines was removed and carried out for 
disposal. One of the most useful tools in the clean-up was my dog. Taught to only grab possums 
mid back from behind, she would retrieve any and all kills to be recorded on the tally and ensured 
no possums were left with any poison residue. Fortunately I never had to use any of the Amyl 
Nitrate I carried on my dog or myself for any accidental cyanide exposure through contact or 
inhalation. 
  
Having first trapped Sharps Bush 25 years ago, I could expect to get 35 -50 possums in one night’s 
trapping. The work we do has changed things for the better and there is so much birdlife and new 
growth of target species on the forest floor that never used to be there. Birdsong is having a 
definite effect and I’m proud of the difference we’re making.  
  
‘He kaitiake tatou katoa – we are all guardians’ 
  
Clem 



Possum trapping and baiting leads to kohekohe recovery  

As one walks the protected areas of the Waitakere ranges like Ark in 
the Park or our own Sharp Bush it is possible to see apparently dead 
stems with newly sprouting kohekohe leaves and fresh kohekohe 
seedlings everywhere on the forest floor. These are excellent signs 
of possum control as the kohekohe was extensively browsed by 
possums, especially at this time of the year. It is one of the few trees 
to flower and form fruit in winter which provides much needed food 
for our native birds before spring. 

The botanical name is Dysoxylum (bad wood) spectabile 
(spectacular sweet smelling flowers). The leaves are large and wavy 
not unlike those of the puriri and the sweet perfumed flowering is a 
very special event on a mature tree as masses of them spring 
directly from the trunk and branches; a characteristic of other tropical 
mahogany trees to which our native kohekohe is related. 

The Kapiti coast has many of these 
recovering trees - Click on the image to 
the right, to access a Youtube clip, where 
you take  “a walk with Rob”:  

The Chocolate Fish Award! 

No photos yet despite people hearing those ‘bellbird 
like calls’ Here is what we are looking for folks. Get 
your cameras ready! 

Half price traps 

• If you have a large property, a rat bait station near the ground or mounted in a tree away 
from pets costs only $12 ( bait is free) and rats and possums visit it from 50m away 

• Timms (possum) traps, $25  

• DoC200 in pet-safe box $45 (stoats, rats and hedgehogs) -stainless steel -the 
ultimate trap! 

• .TRex rat trap in pet-safe box, $15 

• Trapinators $35 - Pet-safe, easy tree mount version of Timms  

• Flipping Timmy $40 Pet-safe, easy tree mount version of Timms  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQ081mpJiEM


Our July Catches 

The possum situation continues to look good, with just two catches this month. Rat catches 
continue along at steady levels - 14 reported. 
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